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successful middle years education. Then we clue
you in on reviewing or introducing measurement
and the metric system in ways that will engage your
students rather than frustrate them. Need to know
how to make phenol red solution or inexpensive
crystal growing formulas? Check out the recipe
section in Appendix B. And we have a section at the
end of each chapter rich in some of our favourite
resources that provide additional information for
the course of the school year and beyond.
Our main purpose is to get your career as a middle years science teacher off to a great start. It’s up
to you to go on.
We envision that you will find this book so useful
you will carry it with you from home to school and
back as you plan your year. Rather than write the
typical instructional aid for teachers, we have left
out much of the theory and tried to pack in practical ideas you can start using immediately. Use the
book as a tool to help you create a classroom where
your students will learn the wonders of science and
be excited about coming to your class every day.
But our main purpose for your first – and future
– years of teaching science is to help you develop
a wide repertoire of teaching methods that will
inspire your students to seek their own learning
opportunities. That’s known as inquiry and it’s
a standards-supported approach to learning that
you should also increasingly be attuned to. (More
about inquiry in Chapter 3.)
The NSES vision for science teaching says, “What
students learn is greatly influenced by how they are
taught. The decisions about content and activities
that teachers make, their interactions with students,
the selection of assessments, the habits of mind that
teachers demonstrate and nurture among their
students and the attitudes conveyed wittingly and
unwittingly all affect the knowledge, understanding, abilities and attitudes that students develop.”
(NRC 1996, p. 28) We have learned that this
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The first thing for you to realise as a middle years
science teacher is that things don’t always happen
the way the textbook says. Some items may not
be available, some substances and supplies may
not be approved for use in your school region, or
the science department budget may not allow for
the many instruments or equipment the teacher’s
manual suggests you use. Your textbook may
suggest 50 minutes for a particular activity, but
your class periods may be only 44 minutes. The
textbook may have 25 chapters, but you may have
only one semester for that subject. Obviously, you
must learn to be flexible and creative when dealing
with your curriculum and textbook.
The second thing to realise is that your students
may come with different science backgrounds.
Some will complain they “have already done this”
while others will not have had many hands-on
experiences and will be lost when you use common terminology – or there may be special needs
students in your classroom who will pose extra
challenges in making science class a worthwhile
experience for them.
By this time, you should realise you must never
assume anything.
Perhaps the scariest thing of all is preparing for
that first day of school. What will you do? How
will you open the school year in a way that builds
enthusiasm for your subject and also sets the standards for appropriate and respectful behaviour in
your classroom for the rest of the school year?
In the pages ahead, we share some of the icebreakers we have used on those first few days of
school to build the students’ enthusiasm while
sneaking in some basic science class skills and
expectations. Next, we become laboratory aides
for you with hints and examples about everything
from setting up your lab safely to assessing your
students’ work. Additionally, we discuss the importance of modelling for your students, a key to
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The First Day

The students’ faces said it all when Mr Juarez announced they were
having a quiz. The emotions ranged from dread through irritation to
disbelief.
“But you didn’t tell us we were having a quiz! This isn’t fair. I
didn’t even study! This is only the first week of school!”
Juarez quietly handed out the quiz and asked the students to begin. The room grew quiet as the students resigned themselves to the
task at hand.
Before too long, he began to notice some odd looks coming from
his students, questioning looks that seemed to say, “You’ve got to be
kidding.” He simply looked away.

© 2017 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781760014322 • NST4322
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Then, one by one, students began rising from their seats, circling their
desks, shouting out their names and mooing like cows. Giggles came
from the other students who didn’t read quite as fast. But when they
got to the same items on their quizzes, they got up and mooed too.
Finally, as they reached the last item, students gasped, then laughed
and knew they’d been had. “Now that you’ve read all 10 items as instructed in item 1, go back to the beginning and respond only to item
2”, it said.
Oh yes, it is important to read all the directions before you begin
working!

ou have your materials all ready for
the first day: classroom roster, seating
chart – filled out and seats assigned,
textbooks to distribute, bus forms,
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tuck shop forms, student forms, teacher forms,
office forms, parent forms, discipline program
forms and checklists to account for all the forms
sent out, filled out and collected. Your classroom
rules, lab safety rules, team rules, homework policy
and assessment policy are hole-punched and ready
to share with your class. You have more
than 200 note cards ready for students to
give you information for your personal
file. Whew! This scenario will occur in
Topic: new teacher
most classes the student has that first,
resources
important day of school.
Go to: www.scilinks.org
Code: HMS06
Not the way you envisioned setting the classroom tone for the rest of the
year, but what choice do you have? How about
some ideas, games and activities that will captivate
students’ enthusiasm for science and problem solving?
First pass out all the forms that must be filled
out or sent home that day with any necessary instructions and distribute the textbooks to ensure
there are enough for all students, telling them to

6

keep these in their lockers for the next couple of
days. Then begin teaching science skills, but in a
rather sneaky, entertaining way. There are many,
many teaching tools out there – in kits, online and
from a variety of books and magazines. They include board games, crossword puzzles, tangrams,
word games and brainteasers. They are wonderful teaching tools for problem solving, problem
finding, cooperative learning and communication
skills.
Icebreaker activities, such as the one that starts
this chapter, can begin the school year while giving
students a chance to get acquainted. We’ve listed
10 icebreakers that can be used the first few days
to introduce problem solving to your students and
establish a sense of classroom community.

1. Tell Me About Yourself
Stand outside the classroom door and greet each
student with a roll of two-ply toilet paper, directing students to take as many sheets as they need.
Some students will take one sheet and some will
attempt to take the entire roll, so have an extra
roll, just like you would at home. Some students
will look at you strangely or ask a question or two.
Just repeat the instructions to these apprehensive
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While walking around the room as they take the
quiz, mention that you are not sure whether to record
their quiz marks. Expect a fair number of students to
practically beg you to put this in the assessment book.
When finished, let your students mark their
own quizzes and then go over the answers as well
as explanations:
• 116 years, from 1337 to 1453
• Albert. When he came to the throne in 1936 he
respected the wish of Queen Victoria that no
future king should ever be called Albert.
• 30 years, of course!
No matter how many questions are on the quiz,
always end with the Thirty Years’ War.
This quiz demonstrates that everything is not
always what it seems. (See also Icebreaker Number
6.) Explain to your students that, in science, some
explanations or theories may be hard to understand
or even see, but they are the best answers we have
for now. You can stress the importance of hypotheses, observations, predictions and inferences in
scientific study by using this activity.
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and curious pupils. Other counting items besides
toilet paper squares can be used, of course, but the
look on students’ faces when they are greeted with
toilet paper is worth experiencing.
Once class has started and all the necessary business has been completed, ask students to separate the
sheets into individual squares. Instruct students who
take only one or two sheets to separate the plies.
Inform students that the number of sheets or
plies they have is equal to the number of things
they must share about themselves with the class. As
students react to the instructions, it is particularly
entertaining to see the expression of those who
took nearly half a roll. But when it comes time for
the students to speak, tell them they have to share
only a maximum of five things about themselves.
That gets the activity completed in a timely manner and earns gratitude right from the start from
the students who took a lot of paper.
After the activity, explain how important knowing one’s colleagues is to establishing rapport and
good working relationships. You probably will
have a chance right then to increase the students’
vocabularies by defining – and perhaps even spelling – the word “rapport”.
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2. The Simplest Quiz
Many of the questions you will need for “The Simplest Quiz” can be found online. (See Resources.)
Tell students you are curious about the things they
know and that this short quiz will help you determine what items need to be reviewed. Distribute
the quiz. Here are some sample questions:
• How long did the Hundred Years’ War last?
• What was King George VI’s first name?
• How long did the Thirty Years’ War last?

Figure 2.1

m ce
m ce
m ce
(three blind mice)
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3. A Picture Is Worth Several Words
Another concept using puzzles to illustrate looking
at things differently is called word pictures. Word
pictures are fun and many students have already
been exposed to this type of puzzle. These puzzles
have a box with letters and/or symbols arranged to
represent familiar phrases or sayings. For example,
after this activity is completed, remind students
that many scientific discoveries occurred because
someone looked at an event or problem differently
than anyone ever had – for instance, Newton and
gravity, Archimedes and buoyancy, Wegener and
plate tectonics. (See Resources.)
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(no U turn)

(I understand)
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“Certainly, but with some requirements. First, let me remind
you that, when we work with others, it is so we can help each other
learn even more than we could by ourselves. Second, working with
others does not mean one person works and the other sits.”
The students nod; this is a mantra they have heard all year.
Sanders then assigns specific roles and responsibilities for each partner to be sure everyone is pulling their weight and the concepts to be
learned are not lost in the social aspects of group work. She makes it
clear each student will be responsible for producing their own written
work.
While the students pair off and get to work, she moves around the
room to help less socially developed students find a partner and then to
make sure the groups are on task.
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very expert you consult will tell you
that, to successfully teach science
to your students, you must include
numerous hands-on activities that
encourage inquiry-based learning,
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opportunities for simulation exercises, freedom
to explore and discover, and laboratory exercises
that bring textbook lessons to life. However,
what many experts may not warn you about are
the logistical challenges that come
along with an active science classroom. When addressing perhaps
the two most challenging aspects of
Topic: assessment
strategies
your lesson planning you may catch
Go to: www.scilinks.org
yourself having this conversation
Code: HMS28
with yourself:
“I don’t have the budget or space to let each
child work through this project as an individual.
How should I group the students so I know
everyone will have the chance to participate and
learn as much as they can?”

26

If you manage the grouping, the conversation
will probably continue in this direction:
“Once I do have the students grouped, how do I
assess them so each individual is marked on their
effort and not the efforts – or lack thereof – of the
group as a whole?”
Not all teachers face these challenges so frequently. The other “core subject” teachers in your
building most likely do a great deal less projectbased learning. However, the art of grouping and
assessment in an active science classroom comes
down to a little common sense and an old adage:
Variety is the spice of life.
Variety is also the key to successfully grouping
and assessing your students. In the next few pages
we look at the definition and purpose of cooperative learning, strategies for grouping your students,
three proven methods for assessing your students’
collaborative efforts individually and in groups and,
finally, how all this affects special needs students.
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Advantages of Cooperative Learning
Research has shown that students in a cooperative
learning setting score higher on achievement tests
than those who learn by other methods (Wood
1992). But perhaps an even more important advantage to cooperative learning methods is the
intellectual and social interaction it allows your
students. The Center for Early Adolescence at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
(1985) cites “positive social interaction with adults
and peers” as one of the seven key developmental
needs of young adolescents (See Chapter 3 for the
list.). Science and psychology has taught us that,
developmentally, young adolescents need opportunities for social interaction in a meaningful

Disadvantages of Cooperative Learning
In a well-organised classroom, there are only two
disadvantages to cooperative learning and both
can be remedied with some common sense and
by using the tips from this chapter on assessment
methods.
The first disadvantage is that of the “lazy student” or the “know-it-all student”. We all have
both of them and we all want to scream sometimes
when we think of the waste of talent the lazy
student can be or the overbearing annoyance the
know-it-all can be. People who oppose cooperative learning – unfortunately, often the parents
of your “overachiever” students – will tell you
that the bulk of the cooperative learning work
in a group will be done by a few hardworking
students or one know-it-all, while the remaining
students will ride on their coattails and miss out
on the learning opportunity.
The second disadvantage is the question of how
to assess group work. Those same critics who are
worried one student will do the work for the group
will pose the question, “Why is it fair to give the
kid who did nothing the same mark as the kid who
did everything?”

Ed

Cooperative learning in its simplest sense is two or
more students working together on an assignment.
In an expanded definition, cooperative learning
becomes an opportunity for students to interact
with one another intellectually and socially under
the guidance of the teacher. It allows students to
work together towards common goals, beneficial
for all learners within the group. (Johnson, Johnson
and Holubec 1994). At its best, cooperative learning allows the teacher to become the “facilitator
of learning” while the students, with the help of
one another, become the directors of their own
discovery and learning process.

way in order to develop into healthy adults who
can interact positively with society. Listed in the
table below are some of the other advantages of
cooperative learning.

ow

What Is Cooperative Learning?

TABLE
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5.1

Other Advantages of Cooperative Learning
●

Students of higher ability who work with students of lower ability develop empathy and “people skills” while assisting classmates.

●

Students of lower ability who work with students of higher ability are given the chance to be
part of a successful academic endeavour, thus increasing their confidence level.

●

Groups of students who work together will often bounce ideas and questions off one another
and their collective imagination can lead to further questioning and to more discovery of
knowledge.

●

From a strictly financial standpoint, cooperative learning requires fewer materials than individual
work and can save money for a strained science department budget.
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Many, many resource books are available for science teachers – like the one you have opened to
this page. If you can focus on a specific area of
science such as Earth science, or unit of study such
as simple machines, that will help narrow the field
of sources. There are websites galore, full of lesson plans with labs geared towards practically any
science subject. Use other website links and bibliographic information in the search. Check out the
school library, corporation or school professional
library, local library or university library for titles
of interest – books or magazines that emphasise
science or education, or both. Ask the teachers at
your school or in your school region
for any resource materials or leads
they may have to share. Bookstores
generally have an education section
and a children’s section that may Topic: using models
Go to: www.scilinks.org
have books on science experiments. Code: HMS47
As mentioned in Chapter 3, science kits can conveniently meet middle years lab
and activity needs. Many science supply and textbook catalogs have inquiry-based series or science
kits to choose from and include a section of ancillary materials, some of which can be previewed
for a period of time – usually 30 days – before
you decide to buy. Inspect the exhibits at science
conventions or education conferences. Many textbook and science resource companies have sample
books, kits or other materials available. The science
departments at your local universities and colleges
may be able to provide resources and tips.
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great deal of information is available on how children learn – brain
research, multiple intelligence
aspects, concrete versus abstract
thinking, environmental stimuli, and so on – but
one key feature can be gleaned from all of the studies and that is the importance of hands-on learning
(see Resources). No matter what method students
use to garner information, the learning process can
be augmented with the inclusion of labs, activities,
or simulations that mimic real-life experiences.
This is especially true in the middle years science
classroom. According to the National Science
Teachers Association (NSTA 1990), 80 per cent of
middle years classroom science instruction needs
to involve hands-on experiences, so let’s get to it.
Initially, you should turn to your science textbook
and resource package for lab activities that have been
prepared by the textbook authors to follow the information and concepts in the student textbook. These
activities can be used to introduce a unit of study,
explore a particular concept or idea, investigate a
scientific fact or law, or experiment with apparatus
or models. Many times the labs are completely written with background information, impetus, instructions, data tables, illustrations, charts and questions
all ready for the copy machine. Some labs, however,
may require materials you do not have or cannot
purchase due to budget constraints. Or perhaps the
lab premise is good, but the activity seems lacking in
some respect. This is when you need to do outside
searching, adapting and writing of labs.
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Adapting Labs
and Troubleshooting
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• simplify table and graph directions
• arrange larger cooperative student lab groups
and divide the lab work among them (See Chapter 10, Scenario Two, for ideas)
• supply formulas, tips, or hints for maths calculations
• use vocabulary words as pre-lab definition words
or ask the English teacher to use the words as
spelling or vocabulary words (interdisciplinary!)
• convert a one-day secondary school lab into a
two- or three-day middle years lab.

Reinforcing Inquiry
After finding labs and making them middle-school
friendly, you may wish to make these hands-on experiences more inquiry based. The importance of
hands-on science and the various types of inquiry
instruction were outlined in Chapter 3. Here are
some ideas you can use to implement this type of
investigation. Start inquiry by introducing the
activity in a way that prompts student questioning
and discussing. You can
• create an opening scenario or situation. If the
purpose of the lesson is to provide a tangible
experience relating the physics and mathematics
of energy, friction, momentum and gravity, a
situation like this could be used: “You are on a
team of builders working on a new roller coaster
for a theme park. The owners of the theme park
would like this new ride to include some curves
and loops as well as inclines and straight tracks to
provide ample thrills to people riding in the roller
coaster cars. Your team must design and build a
working model, then give a presentation to the
board of directors demonstrating your model on
(date).” This prompts students to begin thinking,
discussing and questioning
• present a demonstration activity to the class
in a way that produces student discussion and
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Do not overlook the resources aimed at lower primary or secondary school assessment. Why? Read
on. A middle years science teacher can take any
lab and adapt it for classroom purposes and lesson
objectives. It is a matter of gearing up or watering
down terminology that sounds instructionally inferior but is educationally sound. Activities meant for
primary age students can be geared up with some
subtle changes and activities targeted to adults or
older students can be watered down for middle
years students to do on their own.
To adapt activities aimed at younger students,
you can
• add questions that require higher-order thinking
skills – skills that enhance your students’ abilities
to analyse, separate, order, connect, arrange, divide, select, infer, plan, create, design, invent, ask
what if, compose, formulate, generalise, rewrite,
assess, rank, mark, test, recommend, convince,
select, judge, support, conclude and summarise
• require charts, tables and graphs to be created
from collected data
• include the activity in a group of related labs
(called stations or rotational lab)
• let the activity function as a student-written formal lab report using the various scientific method
steps including identifying controls and variables
• treat the activity as an introduction to a concept
or unit that will build from its simple premise.
Lab experiences more attuned to secondary
school students can be diluted in a number of ways.
You can
• demonstrate an activity yourself if it calls for
chemicals or material that are too hazardous for
middle years students. It is important to follow the
procedures listed in Chapter 4 to ensure safety or
try to find safer substitutes.
• use chunking, breaking down and rewriting detailed questions or instructions into simpler chunks

ow

Adapting Labs
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